DRONERANGER™

LONG-RANGE
DETECTION
AND JAMMING
The combinations of available drone countering components mean

a DroneRanger™ you commission will meet your precise performance

DroneRanger™
provides detection
ranges up to 10 km

requirements. The DroneRanger’s open technology is upgradable to
match the technology changes in the drone marketplace.

Rogue and errant UAVs present a danger to people and property and create a
need for surveillance. BravoZulu's proprietary counter-drone technology
preemptively detects, tracks, identiﬁes and neutralizes rogue and errant UAVs
before they can cause damage.
Our military-grade equipment is built on two decades of experience in the
technology and signals sectors and has led to two awards for counter-drone
technology excellence.
From the ultra-portable, self-contained DroneRiﬂe™ to the stellar capabilities of
the DroneRanger™, our counter-drone systems are built to perform above and
beyond for both commercial and military applications.
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DRONE
RANGER™
PRODUCT CAPABILITIES
The DroneRanger™ is a ﬁxed system for defeating
detected UAVs capable of:

Jamming ranges up to 100:1 of the operator’s distance to the UAV;
Upgradeability with add-on components for additional
capabilities if your needs change;
Detection ranges up to 10 km with micro-drone detection at
2 km with a radar cross section value of 0.006msq;
Manually controlled or fully autonomous operations - optional
automatic tracking of unlimited detected objects (swarm
detection);
Superior command and control system allows the units to be
operated in parallel to vary functions or targeting parameters;
Set-ups for directional or omni-directional jamming;
Fixed, maritime and mobile applications, an all-weather system
built to IP66 standards;
Global Satellite Navigation System jamming - coverage of
worldwide GSNS network including GPS, Glonass, Beidou, and
Galileo;
Remote control radio frequency jamming of all commercially
available civil drones bands activated individually or
simultaneously;
Detecting & jamming drones on LTE, 3G, 4G and 5G cellular
frequencies;
Automatic recording, analyzing and reporting functionality;
Integration of third-party sensors and other existing systems.

With a
programmable
jammer for new
frequency bands to
neutralize newer UAV
models operating at
multiple and
changing
frequencies you will
always be ahead of
the threat.

MITRE Corp
Winner
BravoZulu was awarded best end-to-end counter-UAV system and best
detection and determination system, in The MITRE C-UAS Challenge
versus 41 challengers from around the globe.
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